
®The Dahle Advantage
Proven Data Destruction For The Highest Level Of Security

DAHLE CleanTEC®

Special Features

10 Dust Filtration: Eliminates up to 98% of the 
shredders fine dust particles and provides a 
cleaner, healthier work environment.

11 Safe Technology: Verbal and Contact Emer-
gency Shutdown-Simply yell "Stop" or hit the 
top cover and the shredder immediately stops.

12 ESP Protection: The shredder "knows" how 
much you're shredding and will not operate if 
sheet capacity is exceeded.

13 EvenFlow Lubricator: This automatic oiler 
provides slow, continuous lubrication across the 
entire cutting mechanism.

*Some components not available on certain models.

DAHLE Shredders
Standard Features

9 Chain Driven: Provides slip-free power to the 
cutting mechanism for maximum throughput.

2 Solid Cutting Head: A solid block of German 
Steel is milled to create each cutting cylinder.

8 SmartPower Energy Management: Reduces 
power consumption when idle, and eliminates 
power use after 30 minutes of inactivity.

7 Wooden Cabinet w/Swivel Casters: 
Attractive cabinet blends in with any decor and 
the swivel casters allow for easy movability.

6 Shred Bag: Features gusseted sides to expand 
to the shredders maximum internal capacity.

5 Rubber Shock Mounts: Provides a barrier 
between the cutting head and cabinet to isolate 
noise and reduce vibration.

3 Door Open Interlock: Prevents the shredder 
from operating with the door open. This safety 
feature is found on all models.

4 Thermally Protected Motor: Prevents the 
motor from overheating during extended use.

1 All Steel Frame: Keeps the cutting cylinders 
in perfect alignment for optimal performance.
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Dahle guarantees it's shredders to be free from manufacturing defects (materials / workmanship) for a period of 2 years. Dahle offers a 
lifetime guarantee on the cutting cylinders (1 year on Security Level P-6 and P-7 models).

This warranty does not cover damage caused by improper oiling, paper jams, misuse, abuse, improper line voltage, or unauthorized repair. 
This warranty applies to the original purchaser only and is not transferable. There are no other warranties expressed or implied beyond 
the face of this agreement. For service or more information on this warranty, contact a Dahle Account Representative at (800) 995-1379. 

Limited Lifetime Warranty
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